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Matt Maloney, Planning Director July 29, 2020
Bay Area Metro Center
375 Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94105
Dear Mr. Maloney,
This is a comment on the Draft Blueprint for Plan Bay Area 2050, Housing Section,
Objective 6, a central, core part of PBA 2050. Objective 6 has three points:
Allow more housing types and densities in growth areas;
Reduce barriers to housing near transit;  
Convert old malls and office parks to neighborhoods.
Each of these objectives is fine, but does not go far enough.  
PBA 2050 should seize the opportunity to create an intensified version of Transit
Oriented Development. That is “walking TOD,” which is multi-unit housing built so that
residents can walk or bike safely and conveniently to a high quality transit station without
obstruction.  
A walking TOD community is a form that provides an excellent solution to the housing

For new construction in the PBA 2050 period, we must shift toward a more collective
and cooperative urban form in which high quality apartments and condominiums clustered
around public transit gradually take a place alongside dispersed individual houses as a major
accepted form.   
We continue to pay heavy penalties for slowness in getting this transition underway.
But it is also true that tradition has a grip on all of us, and change is difficult. These economic
and cultural changes loom large in the daily life of many people, especially for those who
want to resist them. The transition requires careful thought and gradualness, but it also
needs conceptual clarity and perseverance.     
Transportation in the Bay Area absorbs now perhaps a quarter of our economy,
focused on and served almost exclusively by the private car, which is plagued by massive
issues of idle time for vehicles, road congestion, and parking.  
For Plan Bay Area 2050, how do we get beyond creeping incrementalism and improve
in real forward strategic steps?  
We must spend the large public (and even corporate) housing funding being
generated by the housing crisis in such a way that each new resident in a dwelling of
high quality does not mean an additional car for the swamped road system. The new
housing we will build in large volumes should be carbon-neutral and well served by
high-quality public transit, which is economical and efficient for users because it is
collective. Living spaces should be close enough to transit that it can be reached with
convenience and safety by foot or bike with no need for a car or for street crossings
for access. This implies a pedestrian community around the station of substantial size
and density. A mixed-use plaza with shops and services would likely surround
stations.  
But a transit station must also serve people who come by car from further away
who need access roads and parking. These should be underground so that auto
movement does not endanger and inconvenience community residents and other
people on foot, notably children. A transit community's unavoidable density should be
mitigated by as much open space as possible, again with the lives of families and
children in mind.   
A walking community of about 10,000 people within 2,000 feet of a central transit
station could be achieved by many designs. Here is one possibility, with converging walking
paths, that conveys the idea.

interface between the Center and traditional less dense car-using territory is a garage, which
should be underground. A major special case is a transit station and garage at the frontier of
the region, (for example, at Richmond or El Cerrito del Norte for vehicles coming from
Sacramento), where the underground garage must be very large, but where, as electric and
self-driving vehicles become common, there can be automated valet parking.
Evolution of the Bay Area region into a set of transit-served islands in a traditional
auto-served sea is a multi-decade public-private proposition. The public side of it will be a
major investment, especially to provide substantial green open space within Centers, and to
excavate underground roads and parking, but these large-capital public investments can be
drawn from both the housing and transportation budgets. The Bay Area will achieve excellent
and equitable mobility at far below the costs of the present car-based system, which at
$10,000 per car performs badly and costs as much as $50 billion per year.
More concretely, the Bay Area 2050 RTP/SCS now in preparation should support one
or two prototype Centers, meaning supply regional public funding for the open space and the
undergrounded roads and parking which are intrinsic to the project but which the private
sector would not purchase.     
This public money should also be used to provide affordable, that is to say, subsidized,
living spaces for lower income residents, both workforce and non-working, so that a Center
can be inclusive and not gentrifying, drawing a cross-subsidy from market-rate purchasers to
help out the majority in today’s society who cannot afford present sky-high market rates.
Early prototype Center(s) should be proposed for communities that need people and
investment, rather than be seen as an assault on already prosperous and density-resistant
communities, like Lafayette, where intense NIMBY opposition is a certainty.  
Such a region-wide patterning into linked transit-oriented Centers is unquestionably a
far better long term policy alternative and investment for the region than the $15+ billion
Second Transbay Tunnel now being deliberated.

